Loop vectorization, a key feature exploited to obtain high performance on Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) vector architectures, is significantly hindered by irregular memory access patterns in the data stream. This paper describes data transformations that allow us to vectorize loops targeting massively multithreaded data parallel architectures. We present a mathematical model that captures loop-based memory access patterns and computes the most appropriate data transformations in order to enable vectorization. Our experimental results show that the proposed data transformations can significantly increase the number of loops that can be vectorized and enhance the data-level parallelism of applications. Our results also show that the overhead associated with our data transformations can be easily amortized as the size of the input data set increases. For the set of high performance benchmark kernels studied, we achieve consistent and significant performance improvements (up to 11.4X) by applying vectorization using our data transformation approach.
Introduction and Memory Access Pattern Modeling
Data parallel architectures (e.g., Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)) achieve high performance by executing thousands of kernel instances on different data points using many cores in a SIMD fashion and by hiding memory latency using zero-overhead hardware thread switching. However, due to the underlying GPU memory architecture, applications can experience long stalls if they possess irregular memory access patterns. If a number of active threads try to access memory simultaneously, they may incur thread stalls due to serialized off-chip memory access [1] [2] [3] . Loop vectorization is a commonly used technique on vector machines to provide parallel memory access and avoid these stalls [2, 4] . Memory Access Pattern Modeling: We develop a mathematical model, based on a previously proposed model targeting locality Copyright is held by the author/owner(s). PPoPP'10, January 9-14, 2010, Bangalore, India. ACM 978-1-60558-708-0/10/01. on a single core [5] , that captures array-based memory access patterns present in a loop nest. Consider a loop nest of depth D that accesses an M dimensional array, where D and M do not need to match (e.g., 2D matrix multiplication requires a three-level loop nest). The memory access pattern of the array in the loop is represented as a memory access vector, m, which is a column vector of size M starting from the index of the first dimension. The memory access vector is then decomposed as an affine form:
where M is a memory access matrix whose size is M × D, i is an iteration vector of size D traversing from the outermost to the innermost loop, and o is an offset vector that is a column vector of size M and determines the starting access point in an array. Note that we consider only loops with accesses to arrays that are affine functions of the loop indices and symbolic variables. We have found that this restriction does not limit us since most scientific applications involve loops possessing affine access patterns [6] .
Each column in the memory access matrix, M, represents the memory access pattern of the corresponding loop level, and the number of columns dictates the depth of the loop nest. Each row in M and o represents the memory access pattern of each dimension of the array, and the number of rows dictate the array dimension.
Vectorization and Data Transformation Rule
The memory access matrix M of an array captures all memory access patterns in terms of each dimension of the array and each level of the loop nest. However, since vectorization requires the data being accessed to be located contiguously in memory, our interest is in the memory access pattern of the last dimension, that is, the last row in the memory access matrix. In order to vectorize multiple arrays together, each array needs to have the same memory access pattern with respect to its last dimension. Therefore, we define multiple arrays as vectorizable together if they all have same last row in their memory access matrices and offset vectors.
As compared to conventional vectorization techniques, our framework requires a new metric for quantifying vectorization since our vectorization methods are different. We define loops as intrinsically vectorizable if all arrays can be directly mapped to vector types without any changes to the loop body. We also define fractionally vectorizable if some, but not all, arrays can be mapped to vector types. In the fractionally vectorizable case, we use the equation below to further quantify the degree of vectorization (Note that QV of an intrinsically vectorizable loop is 100%):
Each instance of an array in a loop nest is classified by its data access pattern; the data transformation rules required for vectorization are generated based on the above classification. The data (Tm, tv) . The application of (Tm, tv) entails two changes. First, the actual data (i.e., the array layout) is transformed on the CPU using our data transformation routine, which takes as input the original data and transformation rules, and produces restructured data. Second, a new memory access vector, m is generated as follows.
Access Pattern Classification and Transformation Rules: Linear and reverse linear memory access patterns refer to accesses in which a dimension of an array is contiguously accessed with respect to the iteration space. The data transformation required for these patterns is to reverse the layout of the data. A shifted pattern refers to an access in which a dimension of an array is contiguously accessed with respect to the iteration space (e.g., a linear pattern), but this contiguous access is shifted by some constant. The data transformation required for this pattern is to shift all array elements by a constant amount. An overlapping memory access pattern refers to an access in which a dimension of the array is accessed by more than one iteration space and the required transformation for this pattern is the same as in a shifted pattern, though with a dynamic shift amount. A non-unit stride memory access pattern refers to a pattern in which a dimension of an array is accessed with a non-unit stride. The data transformation needed for linearizing a non-unit stride pattern is to gather elements being accessed into a large chunk of linear addressable memory. A random memory access pattern includes instances where a dimension of an array is accessed in a random fashion. Memory accesses that are indexed by another array usually fall into this category. Linearization of a random memory access pattern remains an open problem for loop vectorization and we do not attempt to transform loops possessing random patterns in this work.
The actual access pattern representations, resulting algorithms for the vectorization test and data transformation rules are available in a technical report [7] .
Experimental Results and Conclusion
We have evaluated the effectiveness of our proposed methodology using AMD's Stream Computing SDK 1.4 and Catalyst 9.2 graphic driver (which incorporates graphic compiler) on an AMD Radeon HD3870 (R670 family) GPU. The host system is an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.66 GHz CPU running 64-bit Linux with 2GB main memory. For each benchmark, two GPU versions (scalar and vector) are implemented using the Brook+ stream programming language [4] . We selected 3 loops from two high performance computing benchmark suites: Livermore Loops and NAS kernels. Table 1 and Figure 1 summarize our results. For the benchmark kernels studied, we can see that vectorization can significantly benefit performance (up to 11.4× speedup over the scalar version) and that the overhead associated with our data transformations is negligible.
We believe that our framework can be used to implement a number of other potential optimizations targeting massively mul- tithreaded data parallel architectures such as memory coalescing and memory space selection (e.g., on NVIDIA GPUs).
